The combination of the inherently complex structure of ABC triblock terpolymers with careful selection of the assembly conditions can yield an incredible array of nanostructures in solution. In this review we will highlight recent progress in the self-assembly of triblock terpolymers in solution. We will discuss various approaches that are available to tune triblock terpolymer assembly. These approaches include changing the block sequence, the block ratios, adjusting the solvent conditions, incorporating stimuliresponsive or crystalline blocks, and employing complexation agents. Triblock terpolymer selfassembly in solution has so far produced coreeshellecorona systems, multicompartmental micelles, Janus systems, helices, micelles with segregated coronas, and numerous other systems.
Introduction
Block copolymers are ideal precursors for a rich array of intricate nanostructures, which are available through micellization [1e4] in solvents [5] or block segregation in the solid state [6] . Recently, Chen [7] have highlighted the diverse range of polymer-based nanoobjects that can be prepared, particularly among systems bearing hairy corona chains or grafted chains. The inherent ability of block copolymers to form complex nanostructures arises from their covalent linkage of two or more copolymer segments, each of which possess their own distinct chemical and physical properties. Some factors influencing the final assembly structure include the compatibilities between the two blocks described as the Florye Huggins parameter (c), the rigidity of a given block, and the volume fractions of each block in a given copolymer [8e10]. The above features are relevant whether the assembly takes place in solution or in the solid state. However, in solution, the assembly process can become more complex, as the compatibilities of individual blocks with the prevailing solvent also become factors. Through careful design and selection of block copolymers and the assembly conditions to take advantage of these factors and their interplay, the designer may tune the structure and properties of the resultant nanostructures according to the desired structure or application. A recent review by Manners and coworkers [11] highlights various applications of block copolymers.
While diblock copolymers yield a rich variety of self-assembly structures, the range and complexity of nanostructures obtained from ABC triblock terpolymers is even more diverse [12] . This extra diversity arises from the additional block, which is accompanied by additional FloryeHuggins interactions between the component blocks and the possibility of varying the block sequence [4, 13] . If a triblock terpolymer is dispersed into solution, the copolymer also undergoes additional interactions between each block and the solvent due to the presence of the extra block. Some examples of micellar architectures formed by triblock terpolymers include coree shellecorona structures [14] , nanotubes [15] , helices [16] , nano-and microparticles with patchy surfaces, and multicompartment micelles [17] . When two of the blocks are soluble, the copolymer may yield corona-compartmentalized micelles [18] such as Janus particles [19] or micelles with patchy or segregated coronas [20, 21] . Alternatively, if the corona-forming blocks are mutually compatible, they may yield a mixed or non-segregated corona [22] . There is sometimes a fine line or close relationship between coronacompartmentalized and core-compartmentalized systems, as a system forming a corona-segregated system may yield a corecompartmentalized system upon collapse of one of the coronaforming blocks if the solvent conditions are changed [23, 24] . Meanwhile, two mutually incompatible core-forming blocks can yield core-compartmentalized micelles [18] , with some examples including coreeshellecorona [14,25e29] , raspberry [30] , soccer ball [24] , and hamburger structures [24] . Some examples of these micellar structures are shown in Fig. 1 , and the structures of various copolymer blocks that will be discussed in this review are shown in Scheme 1.
Many examples of diblock copolymers are amphiphilic, or soluble in two solvent systems such as water and organic solvents. This is also true of some triblock terpolymers as well. Alternatively, some triblock terpolymers are triphilic, where the three blocks each have vastly different solubilities, with preferences for solvents such as water, organic solvents, and fluorinated solvents [31, 32] . Such triphilic copolymers, involving three different solvent systems, have been described in a recent review by Amado and Kressler [31] . Introduction of a fluorinated block provides an effective means of increasing the FloryeHuggins interaction parameter between the component blocks [32, 33] , and can increase the likelihood of forming multicompartment micelles. Triblock terpolymers have drawn significant interest, and have been highlighted in reviews by Hadjichristidis et al. [34] , Gohy and coworkers [35] , Müller et al. [36] , while multicompartment micelles have been reviewed recently by Moughton and coworkers [17] .
In this review we will attempt to highlight the diverse range of micellar architectures that linear ABC triblock terpolymers can provide and also discuss parameters that may be changed to tune their morphologies. As mentioned earlier, excellent reviews of triblock terpolymers have been published previously [34e36] . Meanwhile, significant progress has been made involving micellar ABC triblock terpolymer assemblies in the past few years since these reviews were published. Therefore, we will attempt to highlight these recent advances, while also mentioning relevant earlier discoveries in this field. This review will describe the micellar assembly of ABC copolymers in various solvent systems, such as those selective for the terminal A block, both the A and C blocks, and also assembly in solvents selective for the central block. In addition, we will also describe how changing various parameters, such as the block sequence, the volume fraction, chemical processing, and the incorporation of stimuli-responsive or crystalline blocks may influence the assembly. While diverse nanostructures have been prepared from ABA triblock terpolymers [37] , miktoarm [34, 38] , and multiblock copolymers bearing more than three blocks [39e42] , this review will focus on linear ABC triblock terpolymers in order to narrow the focus and for space limitations.
The organization of this review is as follows: Section 1 will provide a brief introduction, including a description of block copolymer micellization. In Section 2 we will describe examples of structures that are available under various solvent conditions, particularly those selective for the terminal A block (or also the A and B blocks), for both of the terminal A and C blocks, and for the central B block. Subsequently, in Section 3 we will describe various parameters that can determine the assembly structure. Some features that have been adjusted to tune the assembly of triblock terpolymer micelles have included relative block lengths or volume ratios [24, 43] , block sequences [44e48], solvent conditions [24, 44, 49, 50] , as well as the use of complexing agents [51e56] and stimuli-responsive block copolymers [25, 27, 55, 57] . While processing techniques such as crosslinking or sculpting methods have been employed to stabilize block copolymer nanostructures [58e60] or introduce cavities [61] poly(methacrylic acid) PMDEGA poly(methoxydiethylene glycol acrylate) PMMA poly(methyl methacrylate) PMeOx poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) P2VPq poly(N-methyl-2-vinylpyridinium) PNIPAM poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) PNEAM poly(N-ethylacrylamide) PNonOx poly(2-nonyl-2-oxazoline) PNPAM poly(N-n-propylacrylamide) PPhOx poly(2-phenyl-2-oxazoline) PODFOX poly(2-(2,6-difluorophenyl)-2-oxazoline) POEGA poly(oligoethylene glycol acrylate) POEGMA poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl methacrylate) PPO poly(propylene oxide) PS polystyrene PtBA poly(tert-butyl acrylate) PtBMA poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) PtBS poly(4-tert-butoxystyrene) PTEPM poly (3-(triethoxysilyl) propyl methacrylate P2VP poly(2-vinyl pyridine) P4VP poly(4-vinyl pyridine) SCFT self-consistent field theory SSSR superstrong segregation regime TEM transmission electron microscopy THF tetrahydrofuran UCST upper critical solution temperature morphological transitions by affecting the compatibilities between different blocks [62] . Through the inherent morphological diversity attributed to triblock terpolymers in solution and careful consideration of the parameters of the copolymer and the assembly conditions, a diverse library of highly intricate structures can become available.
Block copolymer micelles
Interest in block copolymer micelles has grown rapidly since Eisenberg and coworkers [5, 65] discovered a diverse range of micellar block copolymer morphologies in the 1990s, and this subject has been highlighted in various reviews [5,18,66e71] . In selective solvents that only solubilize certain blocks, a copolymer's solvophobic blocks will collapse in order to minimize their exposure to the solvent, while the solvophilic blocks extend into solution. If the copolymer is below its critical micelle concentration (CMC), this phenomenon primarily involves individual polymer chains, or unimers. Meanwhile, these unimers may aggregate and form micelles if their concentration exceeds the CMC [67] . This micellization process further reduces the contact between the solvophobic domains and the solvent, as the solvophobic blocks aggregate together to form the micellar core, while the solvophilic blocks form the corona domains. Among diblock copolymers the volume fractions of the corona-forming solvophilic block and the core-forming solvophobic blocks can dictate the micellar morphology. As the volume fraction of the corona-forming block is reduced, the micelles adopt morphologies with lower curvatures and change from spherical, to cylindrical, and eventually to vesicular morphologies. ABC triblock terpolymers can follow a similar general trend in situations where the solvent is selective for the terminal A block or for both and A and B blocks [13] , particularly if these copolymers are considered in Fig. 1 . Schematic diagram of various ABC copolymer micelles. Images (a) and (b) depict coreeshellecorona systems with insoluble or soluble shell, respectively. In addition, micelles bearing a mixed corona (c), and a segregated corona (corona-compartmentalized micelle, d), are shown. Image (e) depicts a Janus micelle, while image (f) shows a corecompartmentalized micelle. Images (aeb) reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. [63] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. Images (cef) reprinted and adapted with permission from Ref. [64] . Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society.
terms of their overall solvophobic and solvophilic domains rather than their individual blocks. Meanwhile, the behavior can differ significantly when the solvent is selective for the central block or for both of the terminal blocks. Further details of these systems will be described in Section 2.
Triblock terpolymer systems in selective solvents
As mentioned above, a wide range of micellar architectures arise depending upon the selectivity of the prevailing solvent. Three common solvent regimes encountered include those which are selective for one terminal block but not the other (A but not C), often yielding coreeshellecorona or coreecorona structures, those which are selective for both of the terminal blocks (A and C), and those which are selective for the central B block. Vesicles frequently involve solvents that are selective for either one or both of the terminal blocks, and will be described as a separate subsection. In this section we will briefly describe these regimes and provide some selected examples of these systems.
Coreeshellecorona and coreecorona structures
Coreeshellecorona micelles were among the earliest micellar structures formed by triblock terpolymers, and among the most common [14, 27, 72] . Early examples of coreeshellecorona micelles were prepared in aqueous media from poly(2-ethylhexyl acrylate)-block-poly(methyl methacrylate)-block-poly(acrylic acid) (PEHA-b-PMMA-b-PAA) by Kriz and coworkers [14] , with the hydrophilic PAA chains forming the outer corona while the insoluble PMMA and PEHA domains respectively formed the intermediate shell and the inner core structures. Typically, the copolymers forming these structures have a solvophilic block A block at one end, while the C block at the opposite end is solvophobic. The term coreeshelle corona can include micellar systems in which one terminal block is insoluble and forms the micellar core, while the other two blocks are soluble and form diblock corona chains with the two corona blocks occupying an inner and outer corona region [67] . With the incorporation of a stimuli-responsive shell-forming block, the micelles can change reversibly between these two systems by changing external stimuli [27, 57] . Further examples of stimuliresponsive micelles will be described in Section 3.4.
Triblock terpolymers with mixed coronas and with segregated coronas
While triblock terpolymers can yield fascinating assembly structures such as multicompartment micelles [17] when more than one block is insoluble in the prevailing solvent, exciting structures are also available when more than one block (such as the A and C blocks) are soluble. Some examples of micellar structures available under these conditions include micelles with mixed coronas [22, 50, 73] , micelles with anisotropic (or patchy) surfaces [20, 74] , and Janus particles [19,64,74e79 ].
Mixed coronas
Micelles bearing a central core-forming block and two corona blocks may yield micelles with mixed coronas, particularly if the corona chains are compatible or are interacting with one another [22,50,80e82] . In an early report by Tsitsilianis and Sfifka [22] micelles of polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinyl pyridine)-block-poly (methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-P2VP-b-PMMA) were prepared in toluene, where the P2VP block formed the core while the lipophilic PS and PMMA blocks formed a mixed corona. Micelles bearing mixed coronas have been described as heteroarm starlike micelles due to their analogous appearance to heteroarm star copolymers [22, 80] . Mixed coronas have been observed even among noncompatible blocks. Gohy and coworkers [83] prepared micelles from mixtures of PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO and PAA in DMF. Complexation between P2VP and PAA yielded a compact core surrounded by a mixed corona composed of intermingled PEO and PS chains. As suggested by Gohy et al. [83] , segregation of the PEO and PS chains was restricted by their common solvation in DMF.
Segregated coronas
In some cases, corona-forming blocks may become segregated and occupy discrete regions of the corona. A diverse assortment of micellar structures bearing segregated coronas were prepared by Liu et al. [20] from poly(tert-butyl acrylate) 107 -block-poly (2-cinnamoyloxyethyl methacrylate) 193 -block-poly(glyceryl monomethacrylate) 115 (PtBA 107 -b-PCEMA 193 -b-PGMA 115 ) in solvent mixtures of pyridine, a good solvent for all blocks and methanol, a selective solvent for PtBA and PGMA. Depending on the methanol volume fractions (f MeOH ), the copolymer formed spherical micelles (f MeOH ¼ 80%, Fig. 2a ), cylindrical micelles (f MeOH ¼ 90%, Fig. 2b ), vesicles (f MeOH ¼ 95%, Fig. 2c ), and mixtures of vesicles and hollow tubes (f MeOH ¼ 100%, Fig. 2d ). These morphological transitions upon addition of selective solvent have been attributed to the increasing interfacial energy between the solvent and the cores. To relieve this tension, the micelles increase in size [5, 84, 85] . However, as this occurs, the stretching energies of the corona and core chains are increased. As the stretching energy is increased further, eventually the micelles undergo a morphological transition to lower their overall free energy. The hydrophobic PtBA and the hydrophilic PGMA corona chains were incompatible with each other, and thus formed segregated domains on the surface (Fig. 2eeh) . Among the vesicles and the hollow tubes, the PGMA and the PtBA chains primarily occupied the external and internal surfaces, respectively (Fig. 2feh) . This arrangement provided more space for the longer chains on the external surface. The surfaces were apparently not completely uniform, however, as segregated patches of PtBA were also present on the PGMA-dominated outer surfaces of the vesicles and hollow tubes.
Liu et al. prepared twisted cylinders in solvents selective for the terminal blocks [21] , and have also prepared double ( Fig. 3a  and b ) and triple helices in solvents that were selective for one terminal block and marginally selective for the other terminal block [86, 87] . The double and triple helices were prepared from PBMA-b-PCEMA-b-PtBA, where PtBA corresponds to poly(tertbutyl acrylate), in selective solvent mixtures. The copolymer was initially dissolved into the good solvent and a selective solvent was added. The selective solvent addition reduced the overall solvent quality for the PCEMA block and, to a lesser extent, for the PBMA block. This induced the copolymer to initially form spherical micelles with PCEMA forming the core and the PBMA and PtBA chains forming the corona. These spherical micelles gradually grew to form cylindrical micelles, and eventually became intertwined as double helices or triple helices. The helix formation was attributed to the marginal solubility of the PBMA blocks, with the intertwined helices helping to protect the PBMA chains from the solvent. The marginally soluble PBMA chains primarily occupied the sheltered surfaces of the helices that faced the opposing helix, while the PtBA chains occupied the surfaces that were exposed to the solvent (Fig. 3a) . This was demonstrated via TEM observation of samples that had been subjected to PtBA hydrolysis to PAA, which readily binds to uranyl acetate. These samples were subsequently stained with various staining agents, including OsO 4 ( Fig. 3c ) and uranyl acetate (Fig. 3d ), which were selective for the PCEMA and PAA domains, respectively. The samples stained with uranyl acetate appeared wider in diameter and had darker external surfaces than the corresponding samples stained with OsO 4 . While triblock terpolymer assemblies of helices [88] and double helices [16] have been reported previously, these appear to be the first reports [86, 87] of double helices forming the major species.
As mentioned above, twisted cylinders ( Fig. 3e and f) were also prepared by Liu et al. [21, 50] under two different solvent regimes. These solvent conditions had been changed either from those initially selective for one terminal block to those selective for both terminal blocks [21] , or alternatively twisted cylinders were formed under conditions that were initially selective for both terminal blocks to those that were selective for only one of the terminal blocks [50] . In the former case, the copolymer PGMA 310 -b-PCEMA 130 -b-PtBA 110 was initially dispersed into water to form cylindrical coreeshellecorona micelles with PGMA, PCEMA, and PtBA respectively forming the corona, the shell and the core. Dialysis against methanol, which was selective for both the PGMA and the PtBA blocks, caused the PCEMA shell to rupture and yielded twisted cylinders. The rupturing of the PCEMA domains was caused by the swelling of the PtBA chains as they became increasingly solvated and formed corona chains. The PtBA and PGMA domains were apparently not compatible and thus formed segregated coronas. Liu et al. [21] attributed the twisting of the cylinders to the imbalance arising from the significantly longer PGMA chains (310 repeat units) compared to the PtBA chains (110 repeat units). More recently, Liu et al. [50] observed that PtBA-b-PCEMA-b-PDMAEMA (where PDMAEMA represents poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate)) formed twisted cylinders as the solvent conditions for the PtBA block deteriorated. Initially the copolymer was dispersed into methanol, which was selective for both the PDMAEMA and the PtBA blocks. Addition of water led to the formation of twisted cylinders and eventually segmented cylinders as the PtBA block collapsed. The cylindrical twisting apparently took place to 115 micelles were selectively crosslinked to stabilize their morphology, and the PtBA domains were hydrolyzed into PAA. Micellar samples were then stained with UO 2 (Ac) 2 , which selectively binds to the PAA domains. Examples of spherical (e, f MeOH ¼ 80%) and vesicular (f, f MeOH ¼ 95%) are shown here. The dark regions thus correspond to PAA domains, and are highlighted by arrows in image (e). In image (f) it is apparent that the internal regions were more heavily stained, indicating that PAA domains dominated the internal surfaces (regular arrows help highlight this) and it is also apparent that patches existed on the external surface (round-ended arrow). Reprinted with permission from Ref. [20] . Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.
accommodate aggregation between the PtBA chains. The twisting became tighter as the water content was increased, and eventually increased the bending energy of the cylinders. This energetic strain apparently resulted in the formation of the segmented cylinders with alternating PCEMA and PtBA cores. Further addition of water caused the PCEMA domains to form horseshoe-like structures surrounding the PtBA domains and the cylinders to thicken, apparently to reduce exposure between the core-forming domains and the solvent.
Various triblock terpolymer-based nanostructures bearing segregated coronas have been prepared by Müller and coworkers [23, 64] . In addition to Janus structures [19, 75] , which will be described briefly in Section 2.2, they have also prepared chainlike structures from triblock terpolymer micelles bearing anisotropic surfaces. In one example, micellar aggregates of a series of poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(n-butyl acrylate)-block-poly(Nisopropylacrylamide) (PEO-b-PBA-b-PNIPAM) copolymers were prepared in aqueous media. At 25 C, both the PEO and the PNIPAM [21] . The green, red, and black regions correspond to PGMA, PCEMA, and PtBA domains, respectively. The formation of twisted cylinders, segmented cylinders, and "horseshoe section" segmented cylinders are shown schematically in image (f) [50] . Among the twisted cylinders PCEMA forms the core, while PtBA and PDMAEMA corona chains favor the sheltered concave and exposed convex sides of the curves, respectively. The segmented cylinders consist of alternating PCEMA and PtBA disks forming the core, and PDMAEMA as the corona. The segmented cylinder where the PCEMA domains form horseshoe-like structures, with PtBA filling gaps in the core between the horseshoes as PDMAEMA forms the corona. Images (aed) reprinted with permission from Ref. [87] . Reproduced by permission of the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). Image (f) reprinted with permission from Ref. [50] . Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) blocks were soluble and formed the corona, while PBA formed the micellar core. Meanwhile, the PNIPAM block collapsed at 45 C to form patches on the surface of the PBA core. At elevated temperatures, the thermoresponsive PNIPAM domains became desolvated as their solubility diminished, thus artificially altering the Florye Huggins interaction parameter between the PNIPAM and PEO chains [64] , facilitating segregation between these domains. Müller et al. [64] systematically varied the length of the PNIPAM block, while keeping the lengths of the PEO and PBA blocks constant. They found that the length of the PNIPAM block relative to that of the PEO block had critical impact on the aggregation behavior, particularly at 45 C when the PNIPAM block was collapsed. Micelles bearing short PNIPAM chains (with shorter contour lengths than those of the PEO block) showed little change in dimension or shape at 45 C, remaining spherical (Fig. 4a) . Meanwhile, micelles bearing PNIPAM blocks of intermediate lengths (with lower weight fractions than the PEO block but comparable contour lengths) yielded micelles which were somewhat elliptical in shape (Fig. 4b) . The hydrodynamic radii (R h ) values observed at 45 C increased linearly with the number of times the temperature was alternated between 25 and 45 C. The elongation of the micelles in this case was attributed to the micellar structure acquiring a lower curvature in an attempt to adapt to the change in the solvophilicesolvophobic block ratio observed at 45 C when the PNIPAM chains collapsed. Finally, copolymers bearing longer PNIPAM chains (with contour lengths longer than those of PEO) formed hierarchical chain-like structures at 45 C (Fig. 4ced) , where the micelles formed subunits as they aggregated together through their collapsed PNI-PAM patches. In the first two situations, the PEO chains were sufficiently long relative to PNIPAM to screen against hierarchical assembly. When the PNIPAM chain length was longer, however, the PEO chains could no longer screen against hierarchical aggregation. These subunits contained two PNIPAM patches, while the ends of the chains were occupied by micelles bearing only one PNIPAM patch. Branching points were also observed, and apparently arose from micelles bearing three PNIPAM patches or two unevenly distributed PNIPAM patches (Fig. 4d) .
Vlahos et al. [89] recently applied Brownian dynamics simulations to model an ABC block copolymer bearing a central solvophobic B block attached to a solvophilic A block and a thermoresponsive C block. In this simulation the solvent quality became worse for the thermoresponsive block with decreasing temperature. The simulated lengths of the A and B blocks were held at 30 repeat units, while the lengths of the thermoresponsive C block was varied between 3 and 45 repeat units. In the simulations the micelles generally changed from those with a collapsed B core and a mixed A and C corona to those with compartmentalized cores composed of B and C domains, while the A chains formed the corona. At crossover temperatures corresponding to the formation of loose aggregates (T* ¼ 2.4) and to the formation of regular micelles (T* ¼ 2.0), they found that the favored micellar morphology changed from spherical micelles, to segmented worm-like micelles, to spherical raspberrylike micelles as the length of the thermoresponsive block was increased. As noted by Vlahos et al. [89] , this morphological trend 178 , as well as possible individual micellar structures. The green chains, pink patches, and blue cores correspond to PEO, PNIPAM, and PBA, respectively [64] . The micelles bearing two PNIPAM patches would form chain-like structures, while those bearing one patch would form endpoints. Branching points could be formed by micelles bearing two asymmetric PNIPAM patches or those bearing multiple patches. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [64] . Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) with increasing thermoresponsive block length was similar to trends observed experimentally by Hillmyer and coworkers among miktoarm terpolymers [90, 91] .
Janus systems
The most extreme examples of segregated corona systems are Janus particles [19, 74, 75, 92] , where two corona-forming domains each occupying a hemisphere. While they are often spherical, nonspherical Janus structures such as discs [76, 93] and cylinders [79, 94, 95] have also been reported. Janus particles have drawn significant interest and have been highlighted in reviews by Du and O'Reilly [96] , Walther and Müller [97] , Wurm and Kilbinger [98] , as well as Lattuada and Hatton [99] . The asymmetric nature of Janus particles can allow them to readily undergo hierarchical assembly [23, 75] , and also provides them with great potential as surfactants [95, 100] .
Structural locking has been an important aspect of Janus particle preparation [19] . A popular way to prepare Janus particles from triblock terpolymers has been to initially cast the copolymer as a film so that the central block formed spheres embedded at the interface between lamella composed of the terminal blocks [19, 75, 92 ]. The central block was then selectively crosslinked to lock its structure, and the copolymer was then dispersed into a solvent selective for one [92] or both [19, 75] of the terminal blocks. Depending on the bulk morphology formed prior to the crosslinking and dispersion, this approach ( Fig. 5a ) has yielded various structures including Janus spheres [19, 75] , Janus cylinders [94] , Janus disks [76, 77] , Janus sheets [101] , and triblock terpolymer-based Janus sheets which encapsulated polystyrene spheres.
Early examples of Janus particles reported by Müller et al. [19] were prepared from polystyrene-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(-methyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PB-b-PMMA), where PS and PMMA formed the hemispherical corona domains and the crosslinked PB domain formed the core. The PS-b-PB-b-PMMA copolymer was initially cast as a film consisting of PB spheres located at the interface between lamella of PS and PMMA. The PB domains were crosslinked to lock in their structure, and Janus particles obtained upon dispersal into THF. These Janus particles could also selfassemble into supermicelles, which were hierarchical structures in which the Janus particles formed building blocks rather than the block copolymers themselves.
Chen and coworkers [102] recently prepared Janus sheets from the triblock terpolymer poly(2-vinyl pyridine) 310 -blockpoly(3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate) 58 -block-polystyrene 322 (P2VP 310 -b-PTEPM 58 -b-PS 322 ). This copolymer formed lamellae in bulk, and the PTEPM domains were subsequently crosslinked, and then dispersed into THF. In the presence of PS spheres, the Janus sheets became wrapped around the PS spheres as acidic water was added to the THF solution, with the PS domains of the Janus sheets facing the spheres (Fig. 5b ). This encapsulation phenomenon was attributed to the hydrophobic effect.
While crosslinking has been popular, other processing strategies have also been employed to yield Janus particles. For example, Du and Armes [74] prepared Janus and patchy particles when they silicified the central core-forming block of poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(ε-caprolactone)-block-poly(2-aminoethyl methacrylate) (PEO-b-PCL-b-PAMA) in aqueous micellar copolymers via reaction with tetramethyl orthosilicate (Fig. 5c ) utilizing membrane solegel chemistry [74, 103] . While the triblock terpolymer micelles possessed mixed coronas before the cores silicified, they became phase segregated after this treatment. Electrostatic interaction was a factor in this phase segregation, as the tetramethyl orthosilicate favored the cationic PAMA corona chains over the PEO chains.
In addition to crosslinking strategies and solegel techniques, examples of Janus systems prepared via self-assembly have also been reported. Müller et al. [23] have prepared cylindrical bamboolike structures via self-assembly of triphilic block copolymers (Fig. 5d) . The precursor to this copolymer was poly(4-tert-butoxystyrene)-block-polybutadiene-block-poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) (PtBS-b-PB-b-PtBMA), and its central PB block was fluorinated via reaction with 1-mercapto-1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorooctane. The resultant copolymer, which thus incorporated a central fluorinated Various approaches are available to prepare Janus particles from triblock terpolymers. Some examples include allowing the block copolymer to assemble in bulk and subsequently dispersing the copolymer into a selective solvent (a). Utilizing this approach, the core-forming block is selectively crosslinked prior to dispersal into solution [94] , yielding cylindrical Janus particles in this example. Recently, Janus sheets have been prepared that can encapsulate PS spheres (b) [102] . Alternatively, Janus particles have been prepared through selective solegel chemistry (c) [74] . A combination of fluorination and thermal annealing has yielded Janus and patchy micelles in selective solvents for the A and C blocks (d). Exchanging the solvent for a selective solvent for the C block yielded hierarchical segmented cylinders based on micellar building blocks [23] . Image (a) reprinted with permission from Ref. [94] . Copyright block, was subsequently dispersed into dioxane, a selective solvent for the terminal blocks. Although the micelles initially bore mixed coronas, after thermal annealing treatment they bore segregated coronas, with most of the structures possessing either one patch (i.e. Janus particles) or alternatively segregated coronas with two patches. Interestingly, exchanging the solvent with ethanol, a selective solvent for PtBMA led to hierarchical aggregation into cylindrical and, in some cases, branched structures [23] . While the systems observed in dioxane are examples of Janus and patchy systems with segregated coronas, the hierarchical segmented cylinders are examples of core-segregated systems. The hierarchical assembly could be reversed by dialysis back into dioxane.
Recently, Müller and coworkers [24] devised an innovative method to tune the number of patches present among hierarchical multicompartment micelles of linear triblock terpolymers. In a subsequent report [104] , they also expanded upon this strategy, opening a doorway toward Janus micelles with controllable corona ratios. The multicompartment micelles were prepared through a two-step assembly process (Fig. 6 ), where the ABC block copolymers were initially dispersed into selective solvents for the terminal A and C blocks, yielding intermediate micellar assemblies with collapsed central B blocks and a corona composed of A and C chains [24, 104] . In the second step, these micellar solutions were subsequently dialyzed against a selective solvent for the C block, thus causing the A and B blocks to collapse. Consequently, the micellar building blocks assembled into hierarchical multicompartment micelles to reduce exposure of the A domains to the surrounding solvent. This yielded multicompartment micelles, with the collapsed A block forming the core, the B block forming patches at the surface of the central core, and the C block forming the corona. As mentioned above, this protocol was expanded recently through the addition of two additional steps to yield Janus Micelles [104] . In this approach, the B patches of the multicompartment micelles were selectively crosslinked, and the micelles were subsequently dispersed into a good solvent for all of the blocks, causing the multicompartment micelles to disassemble into Janus particles. The crosslinking treatment allowed the central B block to retain its structure from its collapsed state.
Depending on factors such as the volume fraction (f) ratio between the core-forming A and B blocks, the quality of the solvent for the C corona chains, and the lengths of the corona C chains, various structures such as hamburger, inverse hamburger, double hamburger, three-leaf clover, soccer ball structures, and segmented cylinders were prepared. Müller and coworkers found that the number of B domain patches on the surfaces of the A domain cores of the hierarchical multicompartment micelles increased as the volume fraction of the A block (f A ) increased with respect to that of the B block (f B ). Thus, the number of patches increased with increasing f A /f B ratios. Meanwhile the number of patches decreased as either the quality of the solvent for the corona C chains or the degree of polymerization of the C block was increased. In addition to the number of patches, the f A /f B ratio between the two coreforming blocks also influenced the overall shape of the hierarchical multicompartment micelles. In particular, spherical and linear morphologies were respectively favored when f A /f B was greater than or less than 1 [104] . As was the case among the multicompartment micellar precursors, the block lengths dictated the structures of the Janus particles. In particular, the Janus balance or the ratio of the two coronal hemispheres was determined by the relative lengths of the A and C blocks [104] . Other systems that are influenced by the block ratios of their block copolymer building blocks will be described briefly in Section 3.2.
Triblock terpolymer assembly in solvents selective for the central block
A fascinating array of triblock terpolymer assemblies become available in solvents that are selective for the central block, in part because of the constraints placed on the central corona chains, which are bound by two collapsed terminal blocks under this regime, and can be described as heterotelechelic [105] . Some examples of aggregates observed under these conditions have included flowerlike micelles [106, 107] , networks or gels [63,106e112] , disks or plates [108] , and raspberry structures [30] . The latter raspberry structures consisted of segregated solvophobic domains, which were connected through the central solvophilic block, which thus formed loops bound to the solvophobic domains.
A recent self-consistent field theory (SCFT) study conducted by Wang and Lin [113] has provided significant insight into these systems. They modeled an ABC block copolymer bearing mutually incompatible blocks, including terminal solvophobic A and C blocks with volume fractions (f A and f C , respectively), and a central Fig. 6 . Aggregation (a) of ABC triblock terpolymers to form micellar subunits in the presence of selective solvents for the terminal A and C blocks followed by the formation (b) of micellar building blocks such as soccer ball, clover, or hamburger micelles after dialysis with poor solvents for both the A and B domains. The number of B patches was determined by the ratios between f A and f B , with the number of patches increasing as f A /f B increased. Subsequently (c), the B patches of the multicompartment micelles were selectively crosslinked, and the particles were dispersed into a good solvent for all three blocks. This caused the multicompartment micelles to disassemble (d) into individual Janus particles [104] . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [104] . Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. The sheet is composed of fluorophilic PFPO disks which are embedded in the surrounding lipophilic PB domains (b). The central PEO block forms the hydrophilic corona, as loops connecting the collapsed domains [108] . Micelles of PEP-b-PEO-b-PNIPAM are shown (c), with a PEP core (shown in black), a PEO shell (or inner corona, shown in blue), and initially a PNIPAM outer corona (shown in red). Upon heating the thermoresponsive PNIPAM domains collapse, and can undergo intermicellar aggregation through the collapsed PNIPAM domains [63] . More recently, Hillmyer et al. [114] have observed that PEP-b-PEO-b-PNIPAM can solvophilic B block with variable volume fractions (f B ). A common feature of their calculations was that the predicted systems consisted of alternately spaced compartmentalized A and C cores, with the spaces between these cores and their outer surfaces occupied by B corona chains. The length of the central B chains had an influence on both the morphologies of the internal A and C core domains and the overall shapes of the micellar structures. Some of the core-forming A and C structures included cylinders, rings, disks, and spheres (Fig. 7a) . As suggested by Wang and Lin, the interfacial curvature was a key factor in determining these structures, with the core-structures changing to accommodate changes between f B relative to f A or f C . Meanwhile, the overall shapes of the structures also were dependent upon f B , with the shape changing from spheres to cylinders with increasing f B . Their simulations also indicated that as f B increased, the lengths of the micellar aggregates generally increased. Apparently the constraints imposed by the midblock drove the core domains to organize into the multicore manner that was observed. Wang and Lin also simulated changes in the solubility of the central B block. They found that at lower f B values, the predicted morphology changed from cylinders with A and C forming toroidal cores, to a double stranded superhelix with A and C domains forming the two intertwined helical cores, and finally to a cylinder with A and C forming disk-like cores as the solubility of the central B block increased. Meanwhile, at lower f B values, the predicted micellar morphologies changed from cylinders with A and C disk-shaped cores to spheres with A and C forming disk-shaped cores. The structures of the micelles predicted in these simulations were due to a balance between entrotopic and enthalpic demands.
Taribagil et al. [108, 115] prepared multicompartment sheet-like structures from a triphilic block copolymer polybutadiene 38 -blockpoly(ethylene oxide) 596 -block-poly(perfluoropropylene oxide) 12 (PB 38 -b-PEO 596 -b-PFPO 12 ) in aqueous solution. The terminal PB and PFPO domains formed a phase segregated sheet, where the fluorophilic PFPO domains formed disks surrounded by the lipophilic PB domains that formed the matrix of the sheets (Fig. 7b) . Meanwhile, the PEO corona chains formed loops extending into solution. The flattened morphology was attributed to the superstrong segregation regime (SSSR) behavior [116, 117] due to the high interfacial tension between water and the fluorinated domains. The PFPO disks were apparently embedded in the PB sheets, which surrounded the edges of the fluorinated disks, so that the PB domains helped to reduce exposure between the fluorinated domain and water. This fascinating structure was surprising and differed from the network composed of separate PFPO and PB cores interconnected by PEO chains that might have otherwise been anticipated for a system with two collapsed and incompatible terminal groups [32] .
Some triblock terpolymer systems yielding collapsed terminal blocks contain stimuli-responsive block(s) and exhibit these solubility properties only under certain temperature or pH regimes [63, 107, 118, 119] . For example, Zhou et al. [63] recently prepared micelles and aggregates of micelles from poly(ethylene-alt-propylene)-block-poly(ethylene oxide)-block-poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PEP-b-PEO-b-PNIPAM). At room temperature, the copolymer formed coreecorona micelles, with PEP forming the core and the PEO-b-PNIPAM chains forming the corona in aqueous solution. At elevated temperatures, it was proposed that the thermosensitive PNIPAM block collapsed, yielding micelles with both a central PEP core and collapsed PNIPAM cores at the ends of the PEO chains (Fig. 7c ). These exposed solvophobic domains allowed these micelles to aggregate into multicompartment hydrogels. While the PEP and PEO block lengths were kept constant at 45 and 565 repeat units, respectively, the PNIPAM lengths were varied and ranged from 33, to 83, or to 187 repeat units. With increasing PNIPAM length, the critical micellar aggregation temperature decreased from 60, to 42, and to 36 C, respectively. The cloud points of PNIPAM homopolymers have been reported previously [120] to decrease with increasing molecular weight, and this was likely a factor here as well. In addition, Zhou et al. observed that the critical micellar aggregation temperature decreased as the copolymer concentration was increased.
More recently, Zhou et al. [114] have compared the effectiveness of PEP 45 -b-PEO 565 -b-PNIPAM 89 in forming hydrogels with that of an ABA triblock copolymer, PNIPAM 91 -b-PEO 454 -b-PNIPAM 91 . They found that the ABC copolymer underwent a sharper solegel transition and formed hydrogels at lower concentration (at both 2 and 5 wt%) than the ABA copolymer (which formed hydrogels at 5 wt% but not at 2 wt%). They attributed this efficiency to the PEP 45 -b-PEO 565 -b-PNIPAM 89 copolymer forming a higher percentage of bridging PEO chains upon gelation, while a mixture of bridging and looping chains were apparently formed by the ABA PNIPAM 91 -b-PEO 454 -b-PNIPAM 91 copolymer. Interestingly, Cyro-TEM of the PEP 45 -b-PEO 565 -b-PNIPAM 89 samples collected both below and above the LCST temperature of the PNIPAM block showed that the number of micellar cores had increased dramatically (between 3-and 4-fold) after the PNIPAM blocks had collapsed. This apparently provides the first direct evidence that the A and C domains form distinct cores (Fig. 7d) .
Core-compartmentalized micelles
Core-compartmentalized micelles, consisting of segregated cores, have also been prepared. These multicompartment systems have drawn significant interest for their potential to carry mixed cargoes [47, 121] . The first characterized examples of corecompartmentalized micelles were prepared from miktoarm copolymers [122] , although various examples have been reported more recently from linear triblock terpolymers [30, 47, 121, 123, 124] . Although the structures of core-compartmentalized micelles vary, a frequently encountered morphology has been what is often described as the "raspberry" or "sphere-on-sphere" morphology [125] , where one of the insoluble blocks forms a larger spherical core, containing smaller spheres of the other collapsed block. Corecompartmentalized micelles have been prepared in solvents that were selective for the terminal A block and poor for the B and C blocks [123, 126] , and also in solvents that were selective for the central B block and poor for the A and C blocks [30] . While linear triblock terpolymer-based core-compartmentalized micelles have been prepared in aqueous solution [30, 47, 123, 127, 128] , they have been prepared in organic solvents as well [124] . Multicompartment micelles, including core-compartmentalized micelles, have recently been highlighted in a comprehensive review by Moughton and coworkers [17] .
Triblock terpolymer vesicles
Polymersomes have generated significant interest in recent years [129e132], and have great potential for drug delivery systems.
form micelles with PEP coronas (shown in red), PEO inner coronas (shown in blue) and PNIPAM outer coronas (shown in green) can yield two compartment micellar networks upon thermally-induced collapse of the PNIPAM domains, with discrete PEP and PNIPAM cores connected by PEO corona chains (d). Image (a) reprinted from Ref. [113] . Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). Image (b) reprinted with permission from Ref. [108] . Copyright (2010) American Chemical Society. Image (c) reprinted with permission from Ref. [63] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. Image (d) reprinted with permission from Ref. [114] . Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Various exciting vesicular structures have been obtained from triblock terpolymers, given their potential to provide vesicles with more than one corona-forming [133e135] or wall-forming blocks [136, 137] . ABC block copolymers with A and C corona chains can yield vesicles with the A and C chains isolated to the external and internal surfaces of the collapsed B-forming block [133, 134] , while those incorporating two insoluble B and C wall-forming blocks [136e138] may assemble through bilayer structures in a similar manner as often observed among diblock copolymers. Luo and Eisenberg [139] had demonstrated that vesicles prepared from mixtures of AB and BC diblock copolymers with A and C corona chains and the common B block forming the vesicle wall yielded segregated coronas on the inside and outside of the vesicle wall according the lengths of the A and C corona blocks. In particular, the longer and shorter corona blocks favored the more spacious external and more crowded internal positions, respectively, to better accommodate the greater geometric demands of the longer corona chains. A similar phenomenon was also observed by Meier and coworkers [134] among linear ABC triblock terpolymers. Meanwhile, Liu and Eisenberg [133] have shown that by incorporating pH-responsive coronal blocks, with one block ionized at low pH and the other block ionized at high pH, they could control which block occupied the coronal block according to the pH. As a given coronal block became ionized at a given pH, its chains began to repel one another and require more space, thus favoring the external surface ( Fig. 8a and b) . Using this strategy, the vesicles could be inverted by simply adjusting the pH. More recently, by incorporating a stimuliresponsive poly(2-diethylaminoethyl methacrylate) (PDEA) block within the vesicular wall, Eisenberg et al. [136] prepared breathing vesicles of PEO 45 -b-PS 130 -b-PDEA 120 . The vesicular walls, composed of a PDEA domain situated between two collapsed PS domains, became thicker and thinner at lower and higher pH conditions, respectively as the PDEA domain swelled (Fig. 8c) . Eventually, as the pH was decreased even further, the PS domains ruptured. The PEO corona chains extend from the PS walls, both inside and outside of the vesicle. As the pH was lowered, the PDEA domains became protonated and hydrated, causing the PDEA chains to swell. As the PDEA chain became more protonated and hydrated, it also became less compatible with the PS domains, and the interface between the PS and PDEA domains began to sharpen. Eventually the PS domains began to rupture as the PDEA domains continued to swell further. This breathing process could be reversed by cycling the micellar solution between high and lower pH.
Recently Kempe et al. [138] reported a fascinating assortment of rolled cylindrical micelles and vesicles from the aggregation of a triphilic copolymer poly(2-(2,6-difluorophenyl)-2-oxazoline)-block-poly(2-(1-ethylheptyl)-2-oxazoline)-block-poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PODFOX-b-PEPOX-b-PEtOX). Among these structures, the fluorophilic PODFOX and lipophilic PEPOX blocks formed core and shell domains, respectively, while the PEtOX blocks formed corona chains. The solubility of the corona-forming PEtOX chains in water was only limited, and thus the cylindrical micelles apparently formed rolls to help reduce their expose to water. This rolling was facilitated by the low glass transition temperature of the PEPOX block. Kempe et al. [138] proposed that the rolled cylindrical micelles were a metastable intermediate structure between cylindrical micelles and vesicles (Fig. 8def) , as the emergence of vesicle-like sacs from rolled cylindrical micelles was captured via cyro-TEM (Fig. 8e) .
Parameters influencing triblock terpolymer solution assembly
In this section we will attempt to briefly highlight various parameters of triblock terpolymers which can be adjusted in attempts to control their micellar morphologies. The ability to change a triblock terpolymer's block sequence is a key feature that separates them from diblock copolymers, and this aspect will be described first. In addition, variations of the block ratios will be discussed, and other aspects such as the use of complexing agents, adjusting solvent conditions, and the use of crystalline properties of an incorporated block will also be discussed briefly.
Influence of block sequence
One aspect in which the solution behavior of triblock terpolymers becomes more complex than their diblock copolymer counterparts is that altering the block sequence of a triblock terpolymer yields a different copolymer. For example, changing the block sequence of an AB diblock copolymer would only yield an identical BA diblock copolymer. In contrast, changing the block sequence of an ABC triblock terpolymer could yield BAC or ACB copolymers, in addition to the original ABC copolymer [17, 45, 140] . Consequently, one may expect the morphological and solution behavior of a given triblock terpolymer to vary if its block sequence is altered [45] . Although results vary among given copolymer systems, linear triblock terpolymers are often more likely to yield coreeshellecorona systems in the presence of selective solvents for one of the terminal blocks, while non-concentric structures may be observed in solvents that are selective for the central block [17, 127] . In this section we will briefly highlight some examples of how block sequence can affect the morphologies, dimensions, and behavior of triblock terpolymer micelles.
Influence of block sequence on micellar morphologies
As has been mentioned above and will be highlighted below, the block sequence can have a critical impact on a triblock terpolymer's assembly behavior. Pochan, Wooley, and coworkers [141] have demonstrated that morphologies of triblock terpolymers incorporating hydrophilic poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) as well as lipophilic poly(methyl acrylate) (PMA) and polystyrene (PS) blocks differed if their block sequence was varied. The copolymers were initially dissolved into THF, a good solvent for all blocks, in the presence of 2,2 0 -(ethylenedioxy)diethylamine (EDDA), which readily underwent complexation with the PAA chains. They noted that PAA 99 -b-PMA 73 -b-PS 66 yielded micellar aggregates with lamellar, toroidal, and spherical morphologies as the THF content in THF/water mixtures was respectively decreased to 67%, 33%, and 50% (Fig. 9aec) , via water addition [141] . Meanwhile, PAA 99 -b-PS 76 -b-PMA 62 yielded heterogeneous aggregates, mixtures of spherical and cylindrical micelles, and spherical micelles in THF/water mixtures when the THF content was 67%, 50%, and 33%, respectively, with no toroidal micelles being formed (Fig. 9def) . Noting that the compatibility between PAA and PMA was better than that between PAA and PS, Wooley et al. attributed the block sequence to these differing morphologies. When the PMA block was positioned between the core-forming PS block and the corona-forming PAA block, it provided the copolymer with better flexibility, thus allowing the copolymer to form toroidal structures when conditions warranted that structure. In contrast, the rigid PS block constrained the copolymer when it was the central block. Water addition caused the lipophilic PMA and PS blocks to collapse and the coronaforming PAA block to stretch, causing morphologies with higher curvatures to be favored [141, 142] . In addition, increasing the water content decreased the swelling of the core-forming PMA and PS blocks, slowing the mobility and hence the kinetics of these chains [142] . Therefore, the block sequence, the solvent conditions, kinetics, and the association between EDDA and the PAA block were factors, demonstrating that morphological control may arise through the interplay of various factors.
Laschewsky and coworkers have shed significant light on the effects of block sequence variation [47, 121, 127, 143] . Recently, they systematically investigated a series of triblock terpolymers bearing hydrophilic poly(oligoethylene glycol acrylate) (POEGA), lipophilic poly(benzyl acrylate) (PBzA), and fluorophilic poly(heptafluorobutyl acrylate) (PFA) blocks in aqueous solution [47] . Thermally annealed aqueous dispersions of copolymers with a lipophilicehydrophilice fluorophilic sequence yielded fascinating multicompartment structures including walled cell-like multicompartment structures as well as bispherical structures. The former walled structures (Fig. 10a) were obtained from the copolymer PBzA 45 -b-POEGA 40 -b-PFA 30 , where the PBzA domains formed subunits surrounded by fluorocarbon walls. The wall formations were attributed between the fluorinated (F) and lipophilic (L) domains in an LFFLeLFFL sequence. The central hydrophilic POEGA stabilized the aggregated by forming loops bound to both the fluorinated and lipophilic domains. Meanwhile, the bispherical structures (Fig. 10b) were formed by PBzA 45 -b-POEGA 175 -b-PFA 40 , which had a similar sequence but In acidic media the cationic P4VP form the outer corona chains, while the anionic PAA chains form the outer corona chains in basic media [133] . Electrostatic repulsions increase the effective volume fractions of the ionized blocks. The expansion of PEO 45 -b-PS 130 -b-PDEA 120 vesicles as the pH is decreased (c). As the PDEA domains became protonated and hydrated they expanded and eventually ruptured the PS domains and stretched into the surrounding solvent. This process could be reversed by raising the pH [136] . Schematic diagrams of coreeshellecorona cylindrical coils (d) and vesicles (f) of PODFOX-b-PEPOX-bPEtOX. The emergence of vesicles from coiled cylinders was visible via TEM (e, an example is highlighted by the arrow), suggesting that the coils were intermediate species between cylindrical micelles and vesicles [138] . Images (aeb) reprinted with permission from Ref. [133] . Copyright (2003) American Chemical Society. Image (c) reprinted with permission from Ref. [136] . Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society. Images (def) reprinted from Ref. [138] by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). a significantly longer POEGA block. One of the spheres appeared darker in the cyro-TEM images and was occupied primarily by the fluorinated domain, while the other sphere was occupied by the lipophilic domain. Such bispherical structures were predicted earlier by de Gennes [144] , but had not been observed experimentally prior to Laschewsky's investigation.
In this investigation, Laschewsky et al. [47] also prepared aqueous dispersions of these copolymers with a hydrophilice lipophilicefluorophilic sequence. They noted that the copolymer POEGA 40 -PzBA 45 -PFA 30 initially yielded coreeshellecorona micelles, with the PFA, PzBA, and POEGA domains forming the core, shell, and corona, respectively. Such coreeshellecorona structures are frequently encountered among block copolymers bearing this sequence in aqueous solution. However, annealing treatment caused some of these aggregates to deviate from the core-shellcorona structure to form capsule-like structures (Fig. 10c) 40 copolymers. In this case, the formation was attributed to the longer fluorinated block in addition to the longer hydrophilic chains. These phenomena may have increased the volumetric demands of the fluorinated domains while also imposing greater curvature demands on the solvophobic domains.
In addition, copolymers bearing a hydrophilicefluorophilice lipophilic block sequences were also studied, providing the first systematic investigation of this sequence in aqueous media [47, 121] . These copolymers yielded compartmentalized micelles having lipophilic cores covered by an incomplete fluorinated shell. The PFA shell of the POEGA 40 (Fig. 10d) localized to one region on the PBzA cores's surface. The placement of the fluorophobic domains at the interface between the lipophilic cores and the hydrophilic coronas was attributed to the central position of the PFA block between the corona-forming POEGA block and the lipophilic PBzA block. While the block sequence was the primary factor, contributing factors also including from block lengths and thermal annealing (or kinetic trapping), demonstrating that unique structures often arise from the interplay of multiple influences.
Kressler and coworkers [145] recently investigated a series of triblock terpolymers incorporating poly(glycerol monomethacrylate) (PGMA), poly(propylene oxide) (PPO), and a short perfluoroalkyl (PF) block as hydrophilic, lipophilic, and fluorophilic blocks respectively. The aqueous solution behavior of these copolymers possessing hydrophilicelipophilicefluorophilic and lipophilicehydrophilicefluorophilic block sequences was investigated. Among the latter block sequence, two examples were investigated with differing PGMA block lengths. Another interesting feature of this study was the incorporation of the thermoresponsive PPO block, which becomes increasingly hydrophobic with increasing temperature. Thus PPO formed a hydrophilic corona-forming block at lower temperatures and collapsed as a core-forming block at elevated temperatures. Kressler et al. noted that PF 9 -b-PPO 27 -b-PGMA 94 yielded clear micellar solutions, with DLS measurements indicating a radius of hydration (R h ) of 21 nm. Interestingly, when aqueous solutions of this copolymer were slowly evaporated large cigar-shaped supramolecular aggregates ranging between 300 and 900 nm in length were obtained, as observed via TEM (Fig. 11) . These hierarchical structures displayed dark gray, white, and gray bands corresponding to PF, PPO, and PGMA domains, respectively. The extended structures apparently arose due to a combination of hydrogen bonding between the PGMA blocks and the hydrophobic effect, which caused the lipophilic PPO and fluorophilic PF domains to be positioned within the structural core. Since the PF and PPO domains were highly incompatible, however, they segregated and formed PF-rich domains appearing as dark bands in the TEM image (Fig. 11) . This segregation behavior of the fluorinated blocks was similar to superstrong segregation regime (SSSR) behavior predicted by Nyrkova et al. [116] and by Semenov and coworkers [117] . In this regime, the FloryeHuggins interaction parameter is large enough that the effects of the interfacial energy dominates either the conformational entropy in bulk or the steric demands of the corona chains in solution, with fullyextended core-forming chains and flatter interfaces being favored [32, 116, 117, 146] . Similar incompatibility effects have been observed by Lodge et al., who reported that spherical micelle-forming poly(ethylene oxide)-block-polystyrene-block-poly(1,2-butadiene)s (PEO-b-PS-b-PB) yielded ellipsoidal [33] and disk-shaped [146] micelles after fluorination of the PB block [33] .
Meanwhile, micelles of the PF 10 -b-PGMA 85 -b-PPO 34 and PF 10 -b-PGMA 66 -b-PPO 34 copolymers yielded cloudy solutions at elevated temperatures, exhibiting lower critical solution temperature (LCST) behavior. Below the LCST temperature of 13 C, these copolymers formed individual micelles, with the terminal PPO blocks forming the outer ends of the corona chains. At elevated temperatures, however, the PPO domains collapsed, and the micelles aggregated together through their PPO domains and yielded a cloudy solution. This intermicellar aggregation was due to the clustering together of the terminal PPO blocks from different copolymer chains. The combined effects of block sequence, stimuli-responsiveness, and microphase segregation between lipophilic and fluorophilic blocks can have a profound effect on the assembly behavior.
Sometimes a block sequence can influence the morphology in unexpected ways. Gohy, Schubert and coworkers [147, 148] systematically studied the effect of block sequence [147, 148] , composition [147, 148] , and solvent [148] on the micellar assembly of triblock and tetrablock copolymers based on poly(2-oxazoline)s. The constituent block combinations included hydrophilic poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (PMeOx) and poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) (PEtOx) blocks, as well as lipophilic poly(2-phenyl-2-oxazoline) (PPhOx) and poly(2-nonyl-2-oxazoline) (PNonOx) blocks. Among the triblock terpolymers, each block contained 33 repeat units. In addition to block sequence, solvent conditions also influenced the aggregation behavior, and the PPhOx block was particularly sensitive to this. In 60/40 and 40/60 (w/w) ethanol/water solvent mixtures, the PMeOx and PEtOx blocks were soluble in both solvent mixtures while the These copolymers also yielded spherical micelles in the 40/60 (ethanol/water, w/w) solutions, but with larger polydispersities and diameters. Such spherical micelles were unexpected considering the low solvophilic content of the copolymers in the latter solvent composition, where both the PNonOx and PPhOx blocks were insoluble. However, this surprising spherical morphology was attributed to the bulkiness of the PNonOx block with respect to the PPhOx block. When the PNonOx block occupied a central position, the core-forming solvophobic blocks acquired a conical geometry, which allowed the copolymer to aggregate into spherical micellar structures (Fig. 12) . With the bulkier PNonOx block at a terminal position, PMeOx 33 [148] . Although this phenomenon won't be emphasized here for space limitations, kinetic trapping was also a factor, with the preparation pathway influencing the micellar morphology.
Effect of block sequence on micellar diameters
The sequences of ABC triblock terpolymers can influence the diameters of their micellar aggregates [45, 48, 149] . Huang et al. [48] recently compared the micellar aggregation of PS 115 -b-PEO 70 -b-PAA 41 and PEO 70 -b-PS 102 -b-PAA 41 triblock terpolymers in THF/water solvent mixtures as they varied the water content, which was selective for the PAA and PEO blocks. Hence the solvophilic PAA and PEO blocks formed the micellar corona, while the solvophobic PS block formed the micellar core. A key difference between these two copolymers was the placement of the core-forming PS block, which had greater exposure to the solvent when it was a terminal block rather than the central block. The amount of water required to induce micellization, or the critical water content (CWC) was lower for PS 115 -b-PEO 70 -b-PAA 41 (20% v/v) than it was for PEO 70 -b-PS 102 -b-PAA 41 (25% v/v). In the latter case, the PEO and PAA chains apparently shielded the solvophobic blocks from aggregating. As mentioned by Huang et al. [48] , the micellar assembly of PS 115 -b-PEO 70 -b-PAA 41 could be considered somewhat analogous to that of an AB diblock copolymer, while that of PEO 70 -b-PS 102 -b-PAA 41 would be comparable to that of an ABA triblock terpolymer. This would also explain the differences of the hydrodynamic diameters (D h ) that were observed, which were generally greater for the PS 115 -b-PEO 70 -b-PAA 41 micelles than for the PEO 70 -b-PS 102 -b-PAA 41 micelles. With a terminal core-forming block (Fig. 13a) , the two corona-forming blocks extended further from the core, with the PAA domain forming an outer corona region that began where the PEO corona domain ended. Meanwhile, the copolymers bearing a central core-forming block likely had to bend somewhat to allow the two terminal corona-forming blocks to extend from the core. In addition, both corona blocks originated from the core in this case (Fig. 13b) . Similar trends of triblock terpolymers micelles with central solvophobic blocks displaying smaller D h values have also been observed by Chen et al. [149] , Yu and Eisenberg [150] , Patrickios et al. [46] , Liu and coworkers [20] , as well as by Ward and Georgiou [44] .
Influence of block ratio
The volume ratios of individual blocks can determine the morphologies of a block copolymer's nanostructure. While this behavior is well-understood among diblock copolymers, the behavior becomes more complex among triblock terpolymers [12] . To help further understanding of these systems, numerous researchers have conducted systematic theoretical [49, 113, 151] and experimental studies [73,149,152e156] exploring the effects of block composition on the assembly behavior of linear triblock terpolymers. As discussed earlier, Müller and coworkers have utilized this phenomenon successfully to tune the number of patches on multicompartment micelles [24] and to control the Janus balance of Janus particles [104] .
Block ratio variation can have a significant effect on a block copolymer's micellar structure, particularly if this ratio is between crystalline and non-crystalline blocks [43] . Among a series of poly(ferrocenylphenylphosphine) n -block-poly(-ferrocenyldimethylsilane) m -block-poly(dimethylsiloxane) l (PFP n -b-PFS m -b-PDMS l ) copolymers bearing a crystalline central PFS block and coil-like amorphous PDMS short PFP blocks, Wang, Winnik, and Manners [43] . observed that the copolymers PFP 1 -b-PFS 40 -b-PDMS 304 , PFP 6 -b-PFS 45 -b-PDMS 220 , and PFP 11 -b-PFS 50 -b-PDMS 600 yielded cylindrical micelles in hexane, a selective solvent for the PDMS block [43] . Although the corona-forming PDMS block is longer in the latter copolymer, Manners et al. observed that PFS 80 -b-PDMS 960 and PFS 54 -b-PDMS 945 copolymers with even larger corona-forming PDMS block ratios formed cylindrical tubes in selective solvents for the PDMS block, such as hexane. This behavior was attributed to the crystallinity of the PFS block [157, 158] The micellar morphologies of the series of PFP n -b-PFS m -b-PDMS l copolymers were apparently very sensitive to the length of the relatively short PFP block. With n 6 the cylindrical morphology that was observed among PFS m -b-PDMS l diblock copolymers with comparable block ratios was retained [159] . However, the triblock terpolymer bearing 11 PFP repeat units formed spherical micelles rather than cylindrical or tubular micelles. This suggests that the PFP length may have had a critical influence on the crystalline behavior of the copolymer. With shorter PFP block lengths of the PFP 1 -b-PFS 40 -b-PDMS 304 and PFP 6 -b-PFS 45 -b-PDMS 220 copolymers, the crystalline properties were apparently retained, and thus cylindrical micelles with lower curvatures [160] were formed despite the excess of the solvophilic PDMS block. Meanwhile, the formation of spherical micelles by PFP 11 -b-PFS 50 -b-PDMS 600 was a response to the longer amorphous PFP block, causing the crystalline behavior to lose dominance so that the copolymer responded to the large excess of the PDMS block and formed spherical micelles rather than cylindrical micelles with lower curvature [43, 160] .
Recently, Lin et al. [49] modeled the effect of changing the length of the central block and the solubility of the central block on the predicted micellar structure via dissipitive particle dynamics, where they investigated the conversions between coreeshelle corona structures and raspberry structures as either of these two factors were varied. The copolymer modeled was a linear ABC block copolymer bearing a soluble A block, and insoluble B and C blocks that were incompatible with one another. The effects of varying the B block lengths were investigated under three regimes having longer, intermediate, and shorter A block lengths so that the micelles would form spherical micelles, cylindrical micelles, and vesicles, respectively (Fig. 14) . The parameters were established so that the overall length of the solvophobic B and C lengths remained constant, meaning that a change in the length of the B block was accompanied by a change to the length of the C block to maintain the overall solvophobic block lengths. In these three morphological regimes, the simulations indicated that the micelles changed from concentric coreeshellecorona structures to raspberry structures with decreasing B block lengths, so that the B domains formed spheres on the surface of the central C core rather than a shell layer covering the entire C core. Lin et al. [49] proposed that this was an entropically-driven process. As the B block became shorter, the B chains would have to become highly stretched to maintain the original coreeshellecorona structure. To relieve this stretching, the B domains instead collapsed to form patches on the C core. Some experimentally observed examples of spherical raspberry structures resembling these predicted structures have been reported by Müller et al. [124] and by Ritzenthaler et al. [161, 162] . In their study, Lin et al. [49] also simulated the morphological effects of deteriorating solubility for the B blocks, and also found that raspberry structures were formed under these conditions. Under these circumstances, however, the raspberry core structures were composed of patches or bumps of the C domain that were embedded on a B core. In addition, their simulations indicated that the majority of the smaller C spheres were embedded within the B core rather than on its surface. This transformation was apparently enthalpically driven in this case, as it helped the B domains reduce their exposure to their solvent as the B block's solubility was diminished [49] . Some examples similar to this latter family of raspberry structures have been observed experimentally by Laschewsky et al. [123] and by Ma et al. [126] .
Complexation strategies
Complexation has been an effective technique to direct the assembly of block copolymers, including triblock terpolymers. Pochan, Wooley and their coworkers have used multiamines to tune block copolymer morphologies [51e54, 141, 142] . They found that electrostatic interactions between the PAA corona chains of PAA-b-PMA-b-PS, where PMA corresponds to poly(methyl acrylate), and multiamine counterions allowed them to alter the volumes of the PAA domains and control the interfacial curvature [52] . Additional factors, such as the solvent composition, as well as the block copolymer composition and choice of multiamines also played roles. They have also demonstrated that multiamine counterions can facilitate electrostatic inter-and intra-micellar interactions, allowing formation of junction points and toroids [142] . Nakashima et al. have used transition metal ions [163] and surfactants [55, 56] , while Gohy et al. [83] have utilized complexation between different copolymers to obtain corona-segregated structures.
Recently, Gohy et al. [164] prepared multicompartment micelles from mixed micelles composed of a linear amphiphilic block copolymer and a fluorinated terpolymer. This could provide a facile alternative to directly synthetically modifying a non-fluorinated copolymer to yield multicompartment micelles bearing fluorinated domains. Müller and coworkers [165] utilized intramolecular complexation between a negatively charged triblock terpolymer and a positively charged diblock copolymer. The triblock copolymer was PB-b-P2VPq-b-PMAA, where P2VPq corresponded to poly(Nmethyl-2-vinylpyridinium) and poly(methacrylic acid) PMAA block. The PMAA block was longer than the P2VPq block, thus ensuring that the triblock terpolymer had a negative overall charge. Meanwhile, P2VPq-b-PEO was employed as the cationic diblock copolymer. In the absence of the diblock copolymer, PB-b-P2VPq-b-PMAA formed patchy multicompartment micelles composed of a PB core covered with patches composed of interpolyelectrolyte complexes (IPECs) of P2VPq and PMAA. Meanwhile, excess PMAA formed corona chains that extended from the IPEC patches. If PB-bP2VPq-b-PMAA and P2VPq-b-PEO were mixed at pH 10, they eventually yielded coreeshelleshellecorona micelles. The PB domain apparently formed the micellar core. Meanwhile, an older IPEC layer formed by the PMAA and P2VPq blocks of the triblock terpolymer formed the inner shell layer, while a newer IPEC layer formed by the excess PMAA chains of the triblock terpolymer and the P2VP blocks of the diblock copolymer formed the outer shell layer. The corona layer was formed by the PEO domains provided by the diblock copolymer. Müller et al. also incorporated gold nanoparticles into the micelles. These nanoparticles, which occupied the IPEC domains, were protected from the surroundings by the PEO corona domains when they were incorporated into the PB-bP2VPq-b-PMAA/P2VPq-b-PEO mixed micelles. More recently, Müller et al. [166] also prepared mixed coreeshelleshellecorona micelles by mixing linear triblock terpolymers with an overall negative charge with either cationic homopolymers or diblock copolymers bearing a cationic block. The preparation of mixed micelles through complexation between different block copolymers or homopolymers has been highlighted by Gohy and coworkers [167] , by Attia et al. [168] , and also by Moughton et al. [17] in a section of their recent review of multicompartment micelles.
Complexation agents can sometimes induce the collapse of certain blocks, especially if they have borderline solubility in a given solvent [169] . The complexation of (À)esparteine with the carboxyl groups of the PSGMA block of PtBA-b-PCEMA-b-PSGMA in selective solvents for the PtBA block yielded hamburger-like structures, where the PtBA, PCEMA, and PSGMA block respectively formed corona chains, hamburger buns, and the hamburger filling. The PtBA corona chains extended from the PCEMA bun. The formation of hamburger structures rather than coreeshellecorona structures were attributed to the fact that the PSGMA block had collapsed due to complexation with (À)esparteine rather than its solubility. Thus the hamburger structure provided the solventswollen PSGMA domains access to the surrounding solvent, rather than completely enclosing that domain within a PCEMA shell.
Stimuli-responsive triblock terpolymers
The use of stimuli-responsive block copolymers is very widespread [27, 57, 68] , and thus some examples have already been discussed in previous sections. Common examples of stimuliresponsive blocks include pH sensitive blocks such as PAA, P2VP and poly(4-vinyl pyridine) P4VP, as well as thermoresponsive blocks such as PNIPAM [170] . While pH and heat are common triggers, other stimuli such as light [171e173], salt [174, 175] , and redox conditions [176] have also been employed. Many examples of triblock terpolymers incorporating two or even three stimuliresponsive blocks have been reported [177, 178] . Given the tunable nature of these systems and their frequent compatibility with aqueous media, interest in stimuli-responsive systems is likely to remain strong, particularly given their potential for triggered release and drug delivery systems [170, 179, 180] .
Stimuli-responsive coreeshellecorona micelles
Early examples of stimuli-responsive coreeshellecorona micelles based on polystyrene-block-poly(2-vinyl pyridine)-blockpoly(ethylene oxide) (PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO) were reported by Jerome et al. [27, 57] , who observed that the shell-forming P2VP domains expanded as the pH was decreased and the collapsed P2VP block became soluble. This expansion was due to the solubilization of the P2VP block and also electrostatic repulsions between the protonated P2VP chains. Coreeshellecorona micelles of PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO have also been investigated by other researchers such as Stepanek et al. [181] , who observed their reversible aggregation into compound micelles in acidic media, and also by Nakashima et al. [182] , who used PS-b-P2VP-b-PEO coreeshellecorona micelles as templates for hollow silica spheres via subsequent solegel chemistry and calcination steps.
Systems incorporating multiple stimuli-responsive blocks
While block copolymers incorporating a single stimuliresponsive block are interesting in their own right, many systems exhibit multiple stimuli-responsive blocks allowing them to exhibit even more complex behavior. In these cases the stimuli-responsive blocks may be responsive to the same trigger, or to multiple triggers such as temperature and pH. Tsitsilianis and coworkers [183] prepared a diverse range of morphologies including coreeshelle corona, flower-like micelles, toroids, and network structures from poly(2-vinyl pyridine) 58 -block-poly(acrylic acid) 924 -block-poly(nbutyl methacrylate) 48 (P2VP 58 -b-PAA 924 -b-PBMA 48 ) in aqueous solutions under various pH conditions. This structural diversity is impressive considering the hydrophilic nature of this copolymer, which possessed a relatively short hydrophobic PBMA block compared to the hydrophilic blocks. In acidic media (pH 1), coreeshelle corona micelles were observed, with protonated P2VP forming the corona, neutral PAA forming the shell, and PBMA forming the core. Under this acidic regime the copolymer also exhibited thermosensitive behavior, with the hydrodynamic radius (R h ) increasing as the temperature was both increased and decreased above and below 20 C (Fig. 15a) . The R h increase observed above 20 C was attributed to swelling of the PAA chains, while the increases observed as the temperature was decreased below 20 C were attributed to the PAA chains exhibiting UCST behavior. Between pH 3 and 4, the spherical structure was retained but the outer corona was lost, and instead the P2VP chains entered the PAA domains where they undertook electrostatic interactions with the deprotonated PAA chains. Flowerlike micelles were observed between pH 4 and 8. Under this regime, the PAA block continued to become deprotonated, and was completely ionized by pH 8. Meanwhile, the P2VP block was also deprotonated with increasing pH, and became hydrophobic above pH 5. Under these conditions, the two terminal blocks were solvophobic, while the central PAA block was soluble and apparently formed loops extending from and returning to the core (Fig. 15b) , thus favoring flowerlike micelles at lower copolymer concentrations. When the copolymer concentration was increased at pH 6, however, a 3-D network was formed with the PAA chains connecting different micellar cores. This network structure was disrupted as the pH was increased to w10, due to electrostatic screening by the increased concentration of NaOH. At lower copolymer concentrations, the addition of NaOH increased the pH and converted the flowerlike micelles to toroidal micelles (Fig. 15c) . The formation of these toroids was attributed to the micelles forming cylinders composed of PAA chains, with the collapsed hydrophobic domains at the ends. These cylinders formed closed loops to bring the hydrophobic end groups together. Increasing the pH further to 12 yielded polydisperse microclusters (w2 mm in diameter). Again the higher concentration of NaOH added to reach this pH provided electrostatic screening that reduced some of the repulsions between the PAA chains, allowing the aggregation to form these larger clusters. The interplay between electrostatic interactions and the hydrophobic effect apparently had a profound effect on the morphology as the pH was varied, with the electrostatic interactions being influenced by the ionization of the copolymer blocks and also by electrostatic screening.
Recently Weiss and Laschewsky [177] prepared a series of triple-responsive triblock terpolymers, where each of the incorporated blocks were thermoresponsive and exhibited different lower critical solution temperatures (LCSTs). The thermoresponsive blocks employed included poly(N-n-propylacrylamide) (PNPAM, LCST w22 C [184] ), poly(methoxydiethylene glycol acrylate) (PMDEGA, LCST w39 C), and poly(N-ethylacrylamide) (PNEAM, LCST w73 C [184] ). Therefore, by increasing the temperatures of aqueous solutions of these copolymers, the copolymers gradually became more hydrophobic in character as each block collapsed at a different temperature. Employing this strategy, they could obtain triply hydrophilic, doubly hydrophilic (and singly hydrophobic), singly hydrophilic (and doubly hydrophobic), and triply hydrophobic terpolymers depending on the applied temperature. In addition, the block sequences were varied, so that the order in which the blocks collapse within the copolymer chain could be adjusted. The series of copolymers examined in this study included PNEAM 90 -b-PMDEGA 32 -b-PNPAM 52 , PNEAM 94 -b-PNPAM 34 -b-PMDEGA 54 , and PNPAM 120 -b-PNEAM 60 -b-PMDEGA 13 . Other examples of triple-thermoresponsive triblock terpolymers have also been reported by Aoshima et al. [185] as well as by Zhu and coworkers [178, 186] . Weiss and Laschewsky [177] observed that the copolymers bearing a terminal PNPAM block (the top and bottom schemes in Fig. 16 ), with the lowest LCST, formed micelles upon collapse of that block. In contrast, this micellization was delayed when PNPAM formed a central block as in PNEAM 94 -b-PNPAM 34 -b-PMDEGA 54 (middle scheme in Fig. 16 ), suggesting that the terminal blocks shielded the copolymer against aggregation. As suggested by Weiss and Laschewsky [177] , this shielding would have likely been less effective if the terminal blocks were shorter. This copolymer did not form micelles until the solution was heated further and the terminal PMDEGA block collapsed. Earlier, Zhu et al. [178] had demonstrated that the onset of micellization was delayed and the subsequent clustering of micelles as the second block collapsed was prevented if the length of the block with the highest LCST was extended. In contrast, a shorter high-LCST block of a corresponding copolymer provided a less effective shield against micellar aggregation and subsequent micellar clustering [178] . Meanwhile, the micellar diameters of both PNEAM 90 -b-PMDEGA 32 -b-PNPAM 52 and PNPAM 120 -b-PNEAM 60 -b-PMDEGA 13 , decreased as their PMDEGA blocks collapsed and became less swollen with solvent. As the temperature was increased further and PNEAM also collapsed, the micelles of PNEAM 90 -b-PMDEGA 32 -b-PNPAM 52 and PNEAM 94 -b-PNPAM 34 -b-PMDEGA 54 associated into larger aggregates. However, PNPAM 120 -b-PNEAM 60 -b-PMDEGA 13 apparently did not yield such aggregates of micelles. The three copolymers were also loaded with Nile Red. All three copolymers were able to solubilize this hydrophobic guest. However, PNEAM 94 -b-PNPAM 34 -b-PMDEGA 54 , with a central low-LCST block, was less effective than the other two copolymers, and only provided effective solubilization once the second block had collapsed and the copolymer could form micelles. Between the variation in the block sequence and the temperatures, a wide combination of hydrophilicehydrophobic block combinations are available. [183] . Reprinted with permission from Ref. [183] . Copyright (2008) American Chemical Society.
Processed triblock terpolymers
Block copolymers are ideally suited towards chemical processing strategies, such as crosslinking, and sculpting techniques, which can yield stabilized permanent structures or porous structures, respectively. The multi-component nature of block copolymers allows selective processing, where one block can be selectively targeted without affecting or damaging the other block. While highly effective processing strategies have been demonstrated among diblock copolymers, these strategies can be carried even further among triblock terpolymers. Advantages of triblock terpolymers include the additional processing options that are provided by the additional block, where a greater number of processing steps or combinations may be employed. For sculpting techniques, a great advantage of triblock terpolymers is that one of the blocks may be selectively removed without sacrificing the copolymer's dispersible properties in a particular solvent. For example, the core-forming block of a copolymer that yields coreeshellecorona micelles could be removed (typically after crosslinking is applied to stabilize the shell) to yield shellecorona capsules. If the terpolymer was initially triphilic, it may lose its triphilic properties but still possess amphiphilic properties. Meanwhile, an amphiphilic terpolymer may retain its amphiphilic properties, provided that the appropriate block is targeted. In contrast, this would be more difficult to accomplish among coreecorona micelle-forming diblock copolymers, as the copolymer would likely lose its amphiphilic properties as one of its blocks is removed.
Liu et al. were the first to prepare a wide library of corecrosslinked block copolymer nanostructures including nanospheres [60] , nanofibers [187] , tadpoles [188] and various other structures that were redispersible in solution. Wooley and coworkers [189] successfully developed a shell-crosslinking strategy. While these strategies were initially applied to diblock copolymers, they have since been also applied to numerous triblock terpolymer systems.
Some examples of processing strategies have been described earlier in this review, such as the preparation of Janus particles through selective crosslinking [19, 75, 104] . Recently Schacher and coworkers [190] applied a similar strategy to prepare tetragonally perforated lamellae of PB-b-P2VP-b-PtBMA (Fig. 17) . This copolymer had volume fractions of 22%, 29%, and 49% corresponding to the PB, P2VP, and PtBMA blocks, respectively. In bulk, a central PB layer and two adjacent P2VP layers were penetrated by PtBMA, which also formed one non-perforated layer adjacent to each P2VP domain. The PB domains were selectively crosslinked, and the films were subsequently sonicated in THF [190] . This process evidently yielded perforated sheets, in which PB formed the core, P2VP formed a shell, and PtBMA formed corona chains. Although not performed in this study, Schacher and coworkers noted that the PtBMA domains should readily undergo hydrolysis, potentially yielding poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA). This process could yield porous sheets, with the permeability being tuned by the pH conditions.
Very recently, Du and coworkers [191] prepared vesicles in aqueous solution from copolymers incorporating poly[2-(diisopropylamino)ethyl methacrylate] (PDPA), poly [2-(methacryloyloxy) ethyl phosphorylcholine] (PMPC), and poly [2-(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] (PDMA). These copolymers included the triblock terpolymers PMPC-b-PDMA-b-PDPA, PMPC-b-PDPA-b-PDMA and the diblock copolymer PMPC-b-P(DPA-stat-DMA). The PDMA block could be crosslinked via reaction with 1,2-bis(2-iodoethoxy)ethane (BIEE). Meanwhile, the PDPA block was pH-sensitive and became hydrophobic above pH 6.2e6.8, with the actual pH varying somewhat according to the copolymer composition and sequence. Upon collapse, the PDPA domains formed the vesicle wall. Meanwhile, the hydrophilic PMPC blocks formed the corona chains in all cases. These vesicles were prepared by initially dissolving a given copolymer into acidic aqueous solution (pH 2) and gradually adding NaOH to increase the pH and induce vesicle formation. The vesicular morphology was influenced by the block sequence. For example, the crosslinkable PDMA domains formed a shell layer between the PMPC outer corona domains and the PDPA vesicular wall. Meanwhile, the PMPC and PDMA chains formed mixed coronas surrounding the PDPA wall of PMPC-b-PDMA-b-PDPA vesicles. Alternatively, PMPC-b-P(DPA-stat-DMA) formed vesicles with the P(DPA-stat-DMA) domain comprising the vesicular wall and PMPC forming the corona chains. Du et al. noted that PMPC-b-PPDPA-b-PDMA vesicles bearing the anti-cancer drug doxorubicin exhibited a faster release of the drug at pH 5.0 than at 7.4, suggesting the occurrence of pH-triggered release. The degree of crosslinking could be tuned, and influenced the stability of the vesicles upon exposure to acidic media and also the permeability of the vesicular membranes. This report by Du and coworkers effectively utilized various parameters, such as the block sequence, crosslinking degree, copolymer composition, and incorporation of a stimuli-responsive block to tune the aggregation behavior.
Liu et al. [59, 61] were the first group to apply selective sculpting or etching strategies to selectively remove domains of block copolymer micelles. While this strategy was also initially applied to diblock copolymers, it has also been a highly successful when applied to triblock terpolymers [192] . A notable example would include block copolymer nanotubes [193] , which have been prepared through a combination of shell-crosslinking and subsequent core removal, thus yielding hollow tubes.
While processing techniques may be performed directly by the designer, they can also rely on reversible crosslinking techniques [194, 195] , on components that are biodegradable [196] , or are susceptible to enzymatic action [197] to perform the desired modifications, such as a selective decomposition. Recently Hennink et al. [197] reported a block copolymer yielding micelles whose corona could be cleaved via enzymatic action. This polymer consisted of terminal poly(oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl methacrylate) (POEGMA) and PNIPAM blocks, which were linked together by a central polypeptide. The copolymer was prepared through two sequential "grafting from" polymerizations (via ATRP) that were initiated from the C-and N-termini of the peptide unit. This appears to be the first report of such a "grafting from" strategy being applied to the C-and N-termini of a peptide. The hydrophilic POEGMA block formed the micellar core, the peptide formed the shell, and the thermoresponsive PNIPAM block formed the core, since the temperatures employed in this study (40 and 37 C) were above the cloud point. The peptide linker had the sequence -Gly-Pro-Gln-GlyIle-Phe-Gly-Gln-and may not meet a strict definition as a copolymer block, but still provides a similar overall architecture to that of a triblock terpolymer. The peptide linker was readily cleaved by metalloprotease (type IV collagenase) from C. Histolyticum, and thus incubating micellar solutions with this enzyme resulted in cleavage of the corona domains from the micelles [197] . This enzyme had similar activity to that of metalloproteinases (MMP) 2 and 9, which are at elevated levels in inflamed tissues such as those afflicted with cancer or arthritis [197] . With this in mind, Hennink et al. proposed that this system has great potential for drug delivery systems [197] .
Incorporating crystalline blocks
Significant progress has been made in recent years by taking advantage of the crystalline properties of a copolymer block to tune the assembly structure [157,158,198e204] . The crystalline properties of a copolymer can provide a versatile handle to manipulate the assembly while also providing unique properties to both the copolymer and its assembly structures. For example, block copolymers bearing crystalline cores have yielded cylindrical micelles with high aspect ratios [160, 202] . The copolymer is initially allowed to assemble in bulk as perforated lamellae, and the PB domains are subsequently crosslinked before the copolymer is sonicated and dispersed into solution as perforated sheets (b). Preparation of vesicles from copolymers bearing PMPC, PDMA, and PDPA blocks. Shown above is the preparation of vesicles of PMPC-b-PDMA-b-PDPA, in which the copolymer was initially dissolved in relatively acidic aqueous solution and NaOH was gradually added to induce collapse of the PDPA domains (shown in black), which formed the vesicular wall, while the PMPC (shown in red) and PDMA chains (shown in blue) formed the corona chains. Shown for comparison at the lower portion of the image are structures of vesicles formed in a similar manner from copolymers of PMPC-b-PDMA-b-PDPA (c), PMPC-b-PDPA-b-PDMA (d), and PMPC-b-P(DPA-stat-DMA) (e). While the PDPA domains were pH-sensitive, the PDMA chains were crosslinkable. The crosslinking degree influenced the permeability of the vesicles and their stability in acidic media. Image (a) reprinted from Ref. [190] . Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. Images (bee) reprinted with permission from Ref. [191] . Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
A particularly promising strategy is that of crystallization-driven living self-assembly, which has been developed by Manners and coworkers [198, 199, 203] . This approach yields cylindrical micelles incorporating crystalline cores with highly controllable lengths and low polydispersities by the addition of unimers to a seed micelle which undergoes epitaxial growth (Fig. 18a) . This epitaxial growth is analogous to living polymerization, where a polymer chain grows during monomer addition. This strategy can yield cylindrical micelles based on a single copolymer, or alternatively can yield "block co-micelles" based on more than one block copolymer, and are thus hierarchical analogs of block copolymers. The block co-micelles are prepared by adding unimers of the different block copolymers in alternating sequences. While initial examples or block co-micelles were prepared from combinations of diblock copolymers [203] , more recent examples have also incorporated triblock terpolymers [205, 206] . As is the case among the cylindrical micelles prepared from a single copolymer through this approach, the lengths of the "micelle blocks" are readily controlled as well. A recent example of co-micelles produced in this manner have been prepared from the triblock and diblock copolymers PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 -b-PDEHV 13 and PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 , where PFS and PDEHV correspond to poly (ferrocenyldimethylsilane) and poly(2,5-di-(2 0 -ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylvinylene), respectively. The PFS block is crystalline, while the PDEHV block is fluorescent (Fig. 18b) . More recently, Schmalz, Manners, and coworkers [207] have prepared block co-micelles from PS-b-PE-b-PS and PS-b-PE-b-PMMA copolymers bearing a central core-forming PE block. This represents the first extension of block co-micelle preparation to include purely organic triblock terpolymers. In this case, highly uniform epitaxially grown crystalline core cylindrical micelles or also block co-micelles could be prepared using crystalline core spherical micelles as seeds rather than requiring cylindrical micellar seeds. For the formation of block co-micelles, the behavior differed depending upon which cylindrical micellar "block" was formed first. The epitaxial growth of PSb-PE-b-PMMA cylindrical micelles from a central PS-b-PE-b-PS cylindrical micelle or "block" with a uniform PS corona yielded ABA block co-micelles. In the reverse case, when the PS-b-PE-b-PMMA cylindrical micelles were grown first, mixtures of ABA and AB block co-micelles were obtained. This was attributed to the patchy nature of the corona. If one end of the micelle was PMMA-rich, the growth of PS-b-PE-b-PS unimers from that end could be prevented. In contrast, addition of PS-b-PE-b-PMMA unimers would be equally likely to occur at either end of a cylindrical PS-b-PE-b-PS micelle [207] .
Very recently, Manners and coworkers [208] prepared noncentrosymmetric cylindrical ABC block co-micelles through a combination of crystallization-driven epitaxial growth and crosslinking strategies. To prepare the ABC block co-micelles, Manners and coworkers initially prepared an ABA block co-micelle incorporating PFS-b-PDMS as the central B "block", and PI-b-PFS as terminal A "blocks" that had grown epitaxially from both ends of the central PFS-b-PDMS B "block". All of the block copolymer building blocks used in this report had a crystalline core-forming PFS block, while all of the other blocks (such as either PDMS, PI, or P2VP) formed the corona domains. The PI domains of the terminal A (PI-b-PFS) blocks were subsequently crosslinked. This crosslinking treatment prevented further growth from the ends of the ABA block co-micelle. The ABA block co-micelles were subsequently dispersed into a decane:toluene (3:5, v/v) solution, which selectively dissolved the central PFS-b-PDMs block, thus removing the linker between the terminal blocks. This yielded shorter PI-b-PFS daughter micelles with crosslinked PI domains. When the toluene was evaporated from the solution, the PFS-b-PDMS unimers grew only from one side of the PI-b-PFS daughter micelles, to yield AB block comicelles. This growth apparently only occurred from the side which was originally attached to the central PFS-b-PDMS B block of the precursory ABA triblock co-micelle. Upon subsequent addition of PFS-b-P2VP unimers, they thus grew unidirectionally from the PFS-b-P2VP B block of the co-micelle to form a new C block. Interestingly, these non-centrosymmetric ABC block co-micelles also underwent hierarchical assembly to yield supermicelles, where the PI-b-PFS block formed the core and the PFS-b-P2VP block formed a corona that was connected by the central PFS-b-PDMS block. While the diblock copolymers were used to prepare these ABC triblock co-micelles, this strategy could also readily employ triblock terpolymers as precursors.
Recently Schmalz et al. [202] systematically compared various parameters of crystallization-driven assembly such as the solvent quality, the crystallization temperature, the nature of the corona chains, and the polymer composition. This study involved polystyrene-block-polyethylene-block-poly(methyl methacrylate) (PSb-PE-b-PMMA), in which the central core-forming block was semicrystalline while the PS and PMMA blocks formed the corona. In a typical protocol, solutions of the copolymer were heated to a temperature well above the crystallization temperature of PE to ensure that the copolymer was amorphous, and the solutions were then gradually cooled to a given temperature (typically between 5 and 20 C) at which crystallization took place (Fig. 18cef) . One major trend found in this study was that when they performed the crystallization in a good solvent for the PE block, such as THF or toluene, cylindrical micelles were formed (Fig. 18c) . Meanwhile, shorter spherical micelles formed in poor solvents (Fig. 18d) such as dioxane or N,N-dimethylacetamide. Crystallizations performed at higher temperatures occurred more slowly than those performed at lower temperatures, but yielded longer cylindrical micelles. Therefore, adjusting the crystallization temperature could provide a facile way to tune the micellar lengths. Schmalz et al. [202] noted that this behavior suggested that the crystallization growth followed a nucleation process. Both toluene and THF were good solvents for PE. However, while toluene had better affinity for PS than for PMMA, toluene had comparable affinities for both of these blocks. When the selective solvent THF was used, the corona chains were mainly composed of PS, but contained small PMMA patches dispersed throughout the PS domains. Meanwhile, utilizing nonselective toluene yielded alternating PS and PMMA domains along the entire corona. For comparison, PS-b-PE-b-PS bearing identical corona chains was also studied, and it was found that upon crystallization this copolymer yielded cylindrical micelles with uniform corona domains. This suggested that the coronaforming blocks had little influence on whether the copolymer would yield a cylindrical morphology, provided that they helped disperse the copolymer [202] . More recently, Schmelz and Schmalz [210] utilized the random co-crystallization of mixtures of PS-b-PEb-PMMA and PS-b-PE-b-PS to obtain cylindrical micelles with tunable corona compositions. The corona composition could be tuned according to the ratio between the PS-b-PE-b-PMMA and PSb-PE-b-PS copolymers in the mixture, and ranged from continuous PS domains covering spherical PMMA patches to alternating PS and PMMA patches. In addition, the corona compositions were found to be analogous to those of a neat copolymer having a similar composition as that of the overall mixture. Prior to this report [211] , Manners and coworkers used random co-crystallization to prepare mixed micelles from two diblock copolymers which each bore a common core-forming crystalline block.
In addition to crystalline blocks, liquid crystalline blocks can also direct block copolymer assembly. Recently Liu et al. [201] prepared cylindrical micelles from block copolymers based on PtBA-b-PCEMA-b-PFOEMA and PAA-b-PCEMA-b-PFOEMA, where PFOEMA corresponds to poly(perfluorooctylethyl methacrylate) and is liquid crystalline at room temperature. In solvents selective for PtBA or PAA, the micelles formed cylindrical micelles at room temperature, with PtBA or PAA forming the corona, PCEMA forming the shells, and PFOEMA forming the core. Meanwhile, at elevated temperatures, non-cylindrical structures such as vesicles were observed. Repeatedly cycling the temperature allowed the repetitive alternation between cylindrical and vesicular structures, with the cylindrical structures being favored to accommodate liquid crystalline ordering of the PFOEMA block.
Challenges and limitations of triblock terpolymer assembly in solution
It has been demonstrated by various researchers that ABC triblock terpolymers can provide excellent precursors for a diverse array of micellar nanostructures and they have great potential for further discoveries and applications. However, challenges still remain. Some of these challenges apply generally to block copolymer assemblies, while others are more specific to triblock terpolymers.
On a general note, the fact that micellar assembly takes place in solution can present both opportunities and challenges. Adjusting the solvent conditions can provide a powerful means to control the assembly process [5] . On the other hand, unanticipated interactions between the solvent and a given block may change the assembly pathway and lead to undesired nanostructures. In the case of triblock terpolymers, it is sometimes difficult to find a solvent system that can simultaneously solubilize all three blocks. This is particularly the case among triphilic triblock terpolymers [201] . While it is an inherent property of micelles that at least one of the blocks should collapse in solution, micelles are frequently (although not always) prepared by initially dissolving the copolymer into a good solvent for all of the blocks, before a selective solvent is added to induce micelle formation. In addition, the characterization can become more difficult, as the three blocks may not all be soluble in a solvent used for 1 H NMR spectroscopy (making it difficult to determine block ratios via peak integration), SEC, or other characterization techniques. Consequently, triphilic triblock terpolymers often incorporate a relatively short fluorinated block, so that the fluorinated block retains some solubility in a common solvent. Alternatively, triblock terpolymers incorporating relatively short fluoroalkyl groups in the fluorinated block [47] have also been prepared. TEM provides a very powerful tool for characterizing block copolymer assemblies, both those prepared in solution and in the solid state [212e214]. However, there can be limitations, particularly with regard to characterizing highly intricate nanostructures such as those encountered among multicompartment micelles. For example, if two or more domains have similar electron densities, it can be difficult to distinguish between them without the use of selective staining agents. For example, uranyl acetate is frequently used to selectively stain PAA domains. However, staining agents may sometimes interact with the sample, thus altering the structure and yielding misleading TEM images [215] . Among micelles bearing more than one corona chain, they are often described as having either mixed coronas or segregated coronas [35] . However, there may be many situations where the corona falls between these two examples, and in these situations it can be challenging to unambiguously determine whether the degree to which two corona-forming blocks may be mixed or segregated. Another challenge of characterizing block copolymer systems via techniques such as TEM is the risk of disturbing the sample during sample preparation. Although block copolymers generally exhibit slow kinetics [216, 217] , there is a possibility that they may change their morphology during the sample preparation stage, particularly if the conditions encountered during the TEM analysis are vastly different than those encountered by the micelles in solution [214,218e220] . Cyro-TEM has become a popular technique in recent years for analyzing micellar samples [213] , including those of triblock terpolymers [123] . This technique involves rapidly cooling a liquid sample, so that it becomes vitrified [213] . However, even if the sample remains intact after the preparation stage, soft matter such as triblock terpolymer micelles can in some cases be vulnerable to degradation upon exposure to the electron beam [219] . This could yield TEM images that don't represent the actual micellar structure preparation Another issue encountered with TEM analysis of soft matter, including triblock terpolymer samples, is that the samples may degrade under the electron beam It is often necessary to combine TEM characterization with other techniques to avoid misleading conclusions [220] .
A challenge encountered when preparing micellar block copolymers, including those prepared from triblock terpolymers, has involved obtaining monodisperse micellar structures. The advances provided by crystalline-driven self-assembly shows great promise for addressing this issue, particular for preparing cylindrical nanostructures. Meanwhile, block copolymer assembly can be directed through the use of templates, such as microfluidic devices and emulsion droplets [221e223]. Microfluidic devices have been used effectively to prepare polymersomes [221] , and to induce the morphological conversion of spherical diblock copolymer micelles to cylindrical micelles [224] . Shi and coworkers [222] have confined block copolymer micelles within emulsion droplets as a means to control their aggregation numbers. While some of the above examples involved diblock copolymer micelles, rather than those of triblock terpolymer, these strategies are also compatible with these systems.
In some cases, micellar assemblies, including those of triblock terpolymers, are prepared through multiple steps. Hierarchical assemblies can be prepared through such multistep processes, where the micelles of the triblock terpolymer are used as subsequent building blocks for a more complex double assembly system [19, 23, 225] . While these complex architectures are highly desirable, they can also be difficult to prepare in a controlled manner. The addition of new steps into an assembly strategy can introduce opportunities for the building blocks to follow unwanted pathways. Multistep processes have been optimized in some cases through annealing treatment [23, 225] . Meanwhile, chemical processing strategies such as the crosslinking strategies mentioned earlier can be useful, as crosslinking a given block copolymer domain may prevent it from undergoing unwanted changes during a subsequent step. As mentioned earlier, Müller et al. [24] recently established a strategy that allowed them to control the number of patches on Fig. 18. A schematic diagram (a) showing the epitaxial growth of a seed micelle during unimer addition [209] . Schematic diagram (b) of a block co-micelles prepared via sequential crystallization-driven living self-assembly from a central PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 -b-PDEHV 13 seed through alternating addition of PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 and PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 -b-PDEHV 13 unimers [206] . The PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 -b-PDEHV 13 (shown in yellow) initially served as the seed micelles which initially underwent epitaxial growth and subsequently alternating "blocks" of PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 (shown in gray) and PFS 30 -b-P2VP 300 -b-PDEHV 13 were added. The growth proceeded outward from the ends of the cylindrical micelle, and the number of blocks incorporated depending upon the number of unimer addition sequences employed. Schematic diagram showing the preparation of cylindrical and spherical micelles of a triblock terpolymer in a good (c) and poor (d) solvent for the crystalline core-forming block [202] . While schemes (c) and (d) show structures of an ABA triblock terpolymer, images (e) and (f) show cylindrical and micelles corresponding to an ABC triblock terpolymer. Image (a) reprinted with permission from Ref. [209] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. Image (b) reprinted with permission from Ref. [206] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society. Images (cef) reprinted with permission from Ref. [202] . Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
hierarchical multicompartment micelles by carefully inducing different blocks to collapse in sequential steps. By collapsing one corona block before the other (rather than simultaneously), they were able to reduce degrees of freedom and avoid unwanted kinetic traps.
Advances have been made to control the assembly of triblock copolymer aggregates. Despite these advances, the precise preparation and characterization of triblock terpolymer nanostructures in solution can be a challenging endeavor, particularly when more elaborate assemblies are targeted. The conditions of the preparation need to be considered carefully, as subtle changes in the parameters can often lead to significant differences in the resultant assembly structure.
Conclusions
The diversity of structures available from linear triblock terpolymers is truly impressive. While this diversity is rivaled by that provided by miktoarm copolymers [90, 91, 226] , the preparation of linear triblock terpolymers is often less demanding. This combination of structural diversity and recent synthetic advances [31,227e231] provide a promising outlook for triblock terpolymers as nanostructural precursors.
The selective solubilization of lipophilic and fluorophilic guests by multicompartment micelles [232] , including those prepared from linear triblock terpolymers [47, 121] , demonstrates their great potential as drug delivery systems carrying multiple cargoes. This will undoubtedly continue to be an area of great interest and may lead to many practical applications. The incorporation of crystalline and semi-crystalline blocks appears to also hold promise, particularly given their facile assembly and high degree of structural control.
The diverse morphological library available from an otherwise similar series of block copolymers simply by altering their block sequence [47] is a very powerful tool and this diversity becomes especially profound when stimuli-responsive blocks are incorporated, particularly when multiple stimuli-responsive blocks are employed [177] . This diversity has especially become apparent among multicompartment micelles through the use of cyro-TEM [122] and cyro-electron tomography [30] techniques. Numerous parameters are available to tune block copolymer assembly, and quite often the final assembly structure is dictated by an interplay between these factors rather than one factor alone. For example, a block copolymer's assembly may be controlled by a combination of kinetic trapping, solvent composition, and use of complexing agents. Incorporating a core-forming block with higher or lower glass transition temperatures can also have significant influence, yielding either more rigid or more flexible cores that can more freely reorganize themselves [64] . The structural diversity available to triblock terpolymers, when combined with careful control of the assembly conditions can lead to a vast array of intricate and useful nanostructures.
